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17Special applications

1.9 - 10.0 m

R+M Nr. Insulation        
526 001 425 Soft grip 570 mm High-low washing brush 1.9 - 10 m Universal coupling 5“

R+M Nr. Insulation        
526 001 420 Soft grip 570 mm High-low washing brush 1.9 - 10 m Universal coupling 20“

1.9 - 10.0 m

Solar cleaning

R+M Nr.    
734 58  5"  125
734 820 035  20"  510

Water softener. Polyphosphate

Aluminum telescopic wand with 5 clip fasteners and soft grip (570 mm). High-low shape washing brush with nylon hair on an adjustable angle joint,
12 m hose Ø 8 mm, ball valve and universal connection.  
20" filter and filter insert polyphosphate with connection 3/8" coupling and tap connector.

Aluminum telescopic wand with 5 clip fasteners and soft grip (570 mm). High-low shape washing brush with nylon hair on an adjustable angle joint,
12 m hose Ø 8 mm, ball valve and universal connection.  
5" filter and filter insert polyphosphate with connection 3/8" coupling and tap connector.

In most cases, photovoltaic module surfaces cannot simply be cleaned 
with water and a sponge and it would simply be too dangerous, since the 
modules are often mounted on the roof at an angle of 30 to 45°. R+M / 
Suttner offers a solar cleaning set for this purpose: A generously dimen-
sioned surface washing brush with double water flow on a telescopic 
lance enables you to effectively clean your solar modules and photovol-
taic systems. No matter if industry, trade, agriculture or private buildings. 
The possible uses are unlimited, especially in locations that are exposed 
to heavy pollution. The solar cleaning set only needs to be connected to 
tap water.

- Safe and efficient cleaning of solar and photovoltaic systems

-  Comfortable working in any position thanks to the stable, telescopic 
lance

Gentle cleaning of solar modules, since the washing brush works in the 
low-pressure range, damage to the modules is ruled out

-  With the help of the telescopic rods, the brush can be guided easily and 
safely from the ground, roof or cherry picker

-  The soft-grip handle with integrated ball valve enables the brush 
cleaning to be operated conveniently

Soiling of the surface means loss of performance and lower feed-in tariffs. 
The aluminum telescopic washing brush set pays for itself after a short 
time.

The mobile water softening unit prevents limescale residues on cleaned 
surfaces. In addition, special phosphates bind the lime components dis-
solved in the water.

Solar telescopic brush set for PV and solar systems

Spare parts filter inserts
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